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By SARAH JONES

Hospitality group Oberoi Hotels & Resorts is putting the emphasis on its employees in an updated brand identity
based on consumer insights.

The chain developed the idea of the "Oberoi Sun," which embodies the warm emotional experience that guests
described feeling at its  properties. Through a new consumer communication program, brand film and Web site
update, Oberoi is working to better portray its values.

"After extensive research with current and prospective guests around the world, travel partners and employees, the
company determined there was an opportunity for Oberoi Hotels & Resorts to reinforce its leadership position
among global luxury hotel brands," said Vikram Oberoi, managing director and CEO of The Oberoi Group, New
Delhi, India.

"To accomplish this, the company decided it was important to clearly define what is most distinguishing about the
experience we create for guests wherever they interact with us," he said. "And to ensure that we deliver what makes
Oberoi special in every guest experience in the hotels, on the Web site and social media channels, with the
salespeople and customer contact teams."

Gues t-centricGues t-centric

Taking a guest-centric approach to its rebrand, Oberoi set out to learn what clients thought of its  experience. The
brand's research included both existing and prospective guests, as well as insights from its employees and travel
partners.

"With a deep belief in and commitment to guests, an extensive research was conducted as part of the branding
initiative to initiate an exciting journey of brand re-discovery for Oberoi," Mr. Oberoi said.

"The research demonstrated that guests admire the sincere care and personal attention they experience when they
stay with one of the hotels or resorts," he said. "It is  this quality and the emotional impact it generates that sets Oberoi
Hotels & Resorts apart.
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"As a result, Oberoi Hotels & Resorts has revisited its identity to ensure that it reflects all its  core values and proudly
presents the 'Oberoi Sun.' The 'Oberoi Sun' translates the warmth, energy and sense of well-being that our guests
experience. This is the promise that each one of us at Oberoi makes to every single guest."

The Oberoi, Mumbai. Image courtesy of Oberoi

After hearing consumers talk about the warmth and well-being they felt at Oberoi hotels, the company looked to
translate its service promise into marketing.

In addition to the Oberoi Sun concept, the brand is now using the tagline "Heart. Felt." to symbolize the emotional
motivation and impact of its  efforts.

Oberoi has 22 properties across six countries, and it is  opening a new location in Marrakech, Morocco this year. The
new Web site design aims to highlight the breadth of its  portfolio with a focus on experiences.

An editorial format includes galleries of images and stories about various properties and brand happenings.

There is also a stream of user-generated content, allowing consumers to share their own Oberoi experiences.

Central to the new site is a brand film that takes viewers on a journey, as they view numerous interactions between
staff and guests. Oberoi also documents the work behind-the-scenes that goes into making it guests' stays enjoyable.

These range from a greeting at a car to drawing baths or harvesting produce from a garden.

In one scene an employee presents a young girl with flowers, while a different clip shows the same girl running past
a smiling worker.

At the end of the short, the faces of the staff are shown, furthering the message that it is  the people that make the
difference.

Oberoi's new brand film

Oberoi has previously ramped up services, treating guests who stay in top-tier suites to the celebrity treatment with a
series of amenities representative of experiences only VIPs receive.

In 2016, the Indian hospitality brand launched a series of initiatives to make its top-tier customers feel as though they
are celebrities, with programs such as a 24-hour butler service, luxury transportation to and from the airport and
unique amenities at its  various locations. Oberoi is hoping to see more suite reservations by creating an enticing
vacation and travel experience (see story).

Personal approach
Hospitality companies are often faced with the challenge of selling a non-tangible product.
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Digital can help hospitality brands extend their relationship with guests beyond their stay, a Mandarin Oriental
executive explained at Luxury Interactive 2016.

Consumers' engagement with a particular hotel peaks during their time at the physical property, opening up
opportunities for increased connections pre- and post-stay. While translating the atmosphere and service accessible
at a hotel to the digital space can be a challenge, it is  a necessary approach to reach consumers beyond a property's
walls (see story).

Oberoi's rebranding fits with this year's anticipated travel trends.

Luxury tourism in 2019 is going to be about personal service, exclusivity, individuality, emotions and enrichment,
according to a panel at The New York Times Travel Show.

During the discussion, moderated by Insider Travel Report's editor in chief James Shillinglaw, speakers noted that
much of the growth in luxury tourism is coming from consumers' interest in gaining access, whether it is  the
opportunity to meet royalty or sailing to previously unavailable destinations on a smaller, more nimble cruise ship.
While new trends are emerging, luxury hospitality will remain centered on the human connection above all (see
story).

"Luxury is emotional, it's  never functional," said Chris Ramey, president of Affluent Insights, Palm Beach, FL.
"Luxury brands serve client, and research is the tool to ensure your values are aligned.

"This reinforces the importance of research," he said. "Understanding clients must never be anecdotal."
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